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The focus area for this textiles project is apparel, in the form of an evening dress. Apparel makes 
for a suitable choice of focus area because the dress is an item of clothing to be worn to a formal event 
such as a ball and incorporates many decorative techniques. Due to the delicate fabrics and intricate, 
fragile, decorative features, the apparel item is dry cleanable only rather than an easy-care apparel item. 

Designer Paolo Sebastian is a strong design inspiration for my MTP as his gowns reflect elegance through 
his use of delicate fabrics, muted colour tones and detailed embellishments. Sebastian’s own embellishments 
have developed into another design inspiration of floral embellishments which are reflected on the front 
and back of the bodice. They have been created using natural silk that has been creatively embroidered, 
and gold metallic mesh fabric which has been beaded, resulting in lustrous floral embellishments. This 
creates a three-dimensional and tactile effect and emphasises the elegance and delicate nature of the gown. 

A feminine aesthetic has also inspired the design. The use of a delicate chiffon fabric gives the dress an ethereal 
quality, as a result of its sheerness and drape. The colour of the chiffon is also inspired by this aesthetic as it is a 
blush pink/peach colour that is subtle and feminine. The generous use of chiffon in the skirt also serves to create 
a floaty and feminine effect. The 1970’s was a time period where bishop style sleeves with cuffs and chiffon 
fabrics were utilised in evening wear. These design features have been directly influenced from this time and 
are incorporated to further establish a feminine aesthetic. Therefore, it can be seen through the culmination 
of these design inspirations, that apparel is the most appropriate focus area for this evening wear dress. 
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